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Introduction. This announcement concerns the study of conditions on 
functions g(jt, tu..., tm\ xeQ c Rn, under which the function g provides, 
via composition, a mapping from certain product Sobolev spaces WrJQ)m 

to other Sobolev spaces WltP(Q). Such questions are of interest in the study 
of nonlinear partial differential equations and elsewhere (see [4], for exam
ple). Much of the analysis hinges on the use of a (seemingly new) notion of 
absolute continuity on tracks of absolutely continuous curves. This notion 
may also be useful elsewhere. 

Statement of results. In what follows Jfi denotes one-dimensional 
Hausdorif measure, JS?„ denotes n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and Rk 

denotes fe-dimensional Euclidean space. 
Let T cz Rm be the track of an absolutely continuous curve. Then by 

results of Roger [5] and Fédérer [1], for all points y e T with the exception 
of an J^-null set there is a unique pair of tangent directions to T at y, to 
be denoted by unit vectors 0 r — 0y. Let g : T -> Rx be defined on T. We say 
that g has a tangential derivative at y if, at y, T possesses a unique pair of 
tangent directions and if both the following relations hold for sequences 
{*}6T: 

yyi A g(yù - g(y) A 

\yt - y\ to - y\ 

\y^JC-e>~^y^yr^-A> ^ 
In this case the quantity |A| = DTg(y) is called the tangential derivative of g 
at y. We shall say that g is absolutely continuous on T provided that DTg is 
defined Jfi-a.e. on T (in this case DTg is necessarily Jfi-measurable) and 
the following relation is satisfied 

(ac) |g(jO - g(/) | ^ f DTg(y)dJtr1 < oo, 

whenever y,y' eT and U cz T is a closed connected subset containing y 
and y'. Call a function g:Rm -> Ri fully absolutely continuous provided 
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